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Massive amounts of virtual data are being fashioned by various business enterprises, public
organizations etc. on daily basis which is posing an intense backup storage challenge. Therefore, it
has become indispensable for every organization to have a reliable backup storage system;
safeguarding business data has become one of the most important factors for guaranteeing ongoing
success of any business enterprise. Analysts have highlighted that organizational growth depends
heavily on the obtainability and truthfulness of the business-critical data. And of late IT professionals
have put their trust in the backup tape format for keeping the data safe in a cost effective manner.
LTO backup tape format delivers matchless dependability, compatibility and storage efficiency that
is demanded by todayâ€™s fast paced I.T environments. Open format standard of this LTO Ultrium
technology has allowed media interoperability among backup tapes of different organizations. 

This â€œopennessâ€• has additionally spurred competition which has occasioned in greater media quality,
better recording performance and extensive obtainability at economical prices.

One example of operational excellence is depicted in Dell LTO Ultrium tape devices which are
prudently engineered to enable the clienteles to archive and store their valuable data at a faster rate
with supreme reliability. Dell LTO3 tape solution is best suited for companies demanding higher data
transfer speed and long term reliability. It is ideal for data mining, SMBs, demanding storage
environments, modern backup applications, and workstations.  Dell 0HC591, LTO3 ultrium tape
cartridge can hold an average 400GB of uncompressed data.   In order to provision storage
intensive environments, Dell has considerably augmented the backup enactment of its LTO3 tape
drives to 288 GB/hour. The new and improved transfer speed has earned Dell LTO-3 media tape
the title of best medium for video/audio applications as well.

Dellâ€™s high performance LTO 3 tape devices are intended to provision diverse and complex backup
situations. In comparison to the LTO ultrium2 tape, the Dell LTO-3 tape backup offers 100% greater
media storage volume.

Due to all the reasons mentioned above, Dell LTO3 tapes and drives deliver better ROI and ensure
business steadiness. Dell LTO3 tape drives employ the novel â€œdigital speed matchingâ€• mechanism to
eradicate the notorious back-hitching problem.  Digital speed matching methodology is perceptively
intended to alter the tape driveâ€™s speed and put it in equality with the serverâ€™s data rate. This causes
the backup operations to be carried out without any disruptions.  This extraordinary feature
augments the performance and efficiency of dell LTO3 tape.  This along with Low ownership cost
makes Dell LTO3 the most cost-effective tape technology. Sony LTX100G is also a popular LTO3
cartridge, which can withstand the stress of increased workloads.

Dell LTO-3 Ultrium tape system is easy to use and permit unified incorporation in the current IT
substructure and complex server environments.  Due to the flexible nature of this technology your
preceding equipment investment will be recovered; the Dell LTO-3 tape drive Ultrium features the
ability to retrieve data from both the preceding LTO2 and LTO1 cartridges.  Moreover, you can also
stock information on the LTO-2 ultrium tapes using it.
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